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"Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother, and shall cleave unto his wife; and they 

shall be one flesh." Gen 2:24 

 

"You World Leaders gathered here tonight, please learn this truth and take it back to your 

countries. If you start a campaign to secure absolute sex in your country, your families and 

your nation will go straight to Heaven." Rev. Dr. Sun Myung Moon, "In Search of the Origin of 

the Universe." Washington, DC. 1996 

 

WARNING: The following email contains information about Cheol-tae Seong, translated into 

English as "Absolute Sex," which the Family Federation directed should no longer be discussed by 

the World Unification Church president in early 2013. 

 

Greetings! 
 
Some of you may remember a major speech that True Father gave to world leaders in 1996, where he 
said, "If you start a campaign to secure absolute sex in your country, your families and your nation will 

go straight to heaven." 
 

 
12-2012 OSDP Conference 
 
In a talk given to religious leaders attending an OSDP conference in December 2012, Hyung Jin Nim 
speaks with sincerity and heart about his struggles after Father passed to the spirit world, especially since 
he'd had no dreams or visions about Father. He shares that finally on December 5, Father appeared to him 
in a dream, speaking strongly about "Cheol-tae Seong," which is translated into English as "Absolute 
Sex." 
 
Hyung Jin Nim shares with the hundreds of pastors and leaders from around the nation who were 
gathered that "Absolute (Good) Sex" leading to 
 
committed sexual intimacy between husband and wife is the core of Father's teaching and the gift that 
God intended for all of us from the very beginning. 
 
He discusses the tragic reality that those advocating "free" uncommitted sex (that leads to disease, distrust 
between men and women, fatherless homes and broken families) are unashamedly bold in spreading their 



"bad sex" message. Even though God created sexual intimacy, in this world Satan successfully pretends 

to be its owner. We need to lose our (fallen) shame to speak the truth about this central and beautiful part 
of life. 
 

 
Rev. Hyung Jin Moon Speech at Dec. 15, 2012 OSDP Conference 

 
Here is a THOUGHT EXPERIMENT: how would the world be different if Hyung Jin Nim had been 
supported when he called for an "Absolute Good Sex" movement in America? If the ACLC leaders and 
Unificationists he spoke to in 2012 and indeed the entire Unification Movement unashamedly taught 
about Absolute(ly) Good Sex in communities throughout America and around the world during the past 3 
years? Would the Unification Movement be different now, in 2015? How might America and the world be 

different? 

 

I know you will thoroughly enjoy watching Hyung Jin Nim's talk and look forward to hearing your 
thoughts in the coming days. 
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